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ABSTRACT 
'• 
~ ... 
.Analog simulation of a linear distributed system is accomplished 
.. 
With the use of orthogonal functions and frequency response characteristics. 
Legendre polynomials are selected for the stwiy and, through numerical 
integration using the parabolic ru.le,the coefficients in the orthogonal 
series are calculated. Estimation of the polynomial order requirements 
is discussed, and comparison is ma.de with actual polynomials found 
necessary by analysis of integral square error. 
The method of factoring higher order polynomials is reviewed, and 
is applied to the approximating function which is being studiedo The 
system transfer function is extracted and arranged for simulation by 
relatively simple analog circuits • .Analog computer solution of step 
function response is then compared with the exact solution and these 
results weighed relative .to quality and requirements of approximations 
by other methods. 
A 
' 
The findings of this study reveal that a limitation is imposed upon 
' the frequency interval of interest when the method of orthogonal functions 
is used to obtain the approximate transfer function. However, within a 
suitable frequency interval. the accuracy of ·the a.nal.og simulation is 
markedly refined and, relative to approximations by the methods of 
semi-infinite logarithmic characteristics and finite difference techniques, 
a notable reduction in amplifier requirements is allowed. 
·..:. ..,,, 
,y 
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Chapter 1 
I:NTHODUCTI0ll 
In the study of the dynamic behavior of physical systems, use of 
the analog computer as a·means of simulation is well recognized. In 
the case of the a.na.log computer simulation of distributed-parameter 
systems, it is necessary to approximate the partial differential 
equation{s) of the distributed system by a system of 'ordinary differential 
. ' equations. 
Methods which are used to obtain th.a approximation, and which 
yield sets of simultaneous ordinary differential equations, are the 
finite-difference method (10) and the finite-Fourier transform method 
(14). Willoh and Schiesser (24) have developed a method based on 
frequency response techniques whereby the exact frequency response 
,,_ 
characteristics are calculated and then an approximating transfer 
function fitted to the exact frequency responseo Having obtained 
the transfer function, the system is readily simulated on the analog 
computer. 
The following approximation methods may be used to obtain the 
transfer function: 
, ·r 
1. ~ne·method of interpolation involves selecting arbitrary 
points from the frequency response curve and solvi:iig a 
system of simultaneous linear equations (20)o This approach 
is of little practical value due to inconsistency of the 
error, even with a large number of samplingso 
2. The method of approximation based on· expansion in a Fourier 
series requires repeated change of variable in applying 
\ the Fourier series expansion, and results in a rational. 
-2-
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•· 
< 
If 
fraction approximation with numeratC?r "and denominator 
of equivalent even order (20). The last feature is a 
disadvantage of this method as difficulty in factoring is 
increased. 
3• !he method of semi-infinite logg.rithmic characteristics, 
as used by Willoh and Sch~esser (24), is a practical 
.. 
procedure which allows graphical determination of an 
approximate. transfer f11netion in factored form. The 
-
advantage of obtaining G{jut) rather directly is somewhat 
., 
offset by the relatively high order transfer function which 
is required for close fit. 
4. The use of orthogonal polynomials for approximation has 
received considerable attention in the literature (1,2.7, 
9,11,18,22,2J,2S,28,29). The current report presents 
procedures for approximating the exact frequency response 
characteristics using orthogonal functions, and for the 
factoring of the polynomial into the desired transfer function 
for analog simulation. Within the frequency range considered, 
accurate simulation is obtained with the advantage of reduced 
amplifier requirements relative to the above methods. 
\ . !\ 
It was the purpose of this study to determine the relative merits 
of orthogonal polynomials in developing an approximate transfer function 
for a distributed system. This approach can be compared directly with 
the semi-infinite logarithmic characteristic approach reported previousl7 
(24), both with respect to accuracy and amplifier requirements since the 
same distributed system was used in both studies. 
- . I 
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Chapter 2 
THE SYSTEM TO :BE SIHJLATED 
· The system selected for study is the two dimensional cy-lindrical 
heat conduction system with flow, previously' studied and reported by-
Schiesser (19, 24) o 
~T 
c) t = 0 (1) 
For this system, which is a packed bed heat exchanger, axial a.nd 
. radial heat con~ction is characterized. by the effective axial and 
~' 
'\ radial therml diffusivity. The temperature difference between packing 
and fluid is neglected. The boundary conditions are given below for 
sinusoidal forcing of inlet temperature with the wall temperature 
assigned a value of zeroa 
.. 
r) T --.Q 
c) z 
T = 0 
z = 0 
z i., 00 
r = r 
0 
r = 0 
-. 'I:' 
···' 
O<r~r 
0 
z> 0 
z>O 
.. 
The solution to equation (1) for these b011ndary conditions is: 
00 
T(r, z, ~ = :E 
n=l 
If 
-4-
-c1z j(wt - c2z) 
e e 
'_.-.·.- :,, .:. 
·t> 0 
t>o 
t>o 
t>O 
.(2) 
,· 
(J) 
l 
D ).. 2 
-( v 2 + _r n) + 
8D2 2D z z 
~-----------2 
"\ 2 ( ../- + Dr A ~2 + of 
ar,2 2Dz 4ri2 
z z 
(4) 
_j 
An• n = 1,2, J•.: are the roots of J 0 ( A r 0) = o. 
· The following numerical' values of the system paramJters .were used 
.. 
.. in the study of the centerline response of the system (io eo r = 0): 
z = 12.5 ft., 
D = 0.025 ft., p 
vD 
Pe =----E= 2, 
z Dz 
. ' 
. . 
. 2 
·D = 0.0025 ft /seco, r - Dz = 0.0125 ft2 /sec.. and .!! = 1000 . Dz 
The exact step function response has been derived (24) and is 
used as a measure of the accuracy of the analog computer simulation. 
The following a11xilia.ry conditions for step function excitation were 
used by Willoh and Schiesser in determining the transient response of 
equation (l): ·· 
Auxiliary conditions: 
T = l 
a' -o 
c) z 
T=O 
dT 
= 0 
c> r 
! = 0 
z = 0 
·-·- ._ ............ _·_ z --+ ·"-"" 
r = r 
0 
... 
r = 0 
t = 0 
- ' I 
-5-
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-· 0-<: r <::: r 0, 
z ::::> 0 
z _:!. 0 
O<::f<::r 
0 
t>O 
t>O 
t>Q 
t>O 
z>O 
.. 
. .._ 
"'~···· 
I 
, i 
Step fUllction response: 
' 
(S) 
erfc 
2 l .! 
. ( z ~-( V + D A 2)2 t2 
2 ~ Dzt 4Dz r n 
, " 
- ,.2 1 
2 D A -
+ exp z ( v + r n ) 2 
4D2 Dz 
z 
· 2 l .! 
( z )+{ V + D \ 2 ) 2° t2 4D r n 
2 z 
z 
erfc 
I ,, 
II 
"' 
II 
,,~.: 
'' 
a
, 
. 
, 
, 
' 
.-, .. 
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Chapter 3. 
., 
POLlIDMI.AL .APPROXI~ION BY ORTHOOON'.AL WlETIONS 
The complex transfer function of the distributed system which is 
to be simulated is G(j<Q} as given by- equation (2). The magnitude 
" 
characteristic of the complex transfer function was used in developing 
an approx~mate- transfer function. Specifically, the ~eciprocal of the 
squared magnitude F.( w) was approximated by a series of orthogonal . 
polynomials. 
F(w) = l· 
G(jw) 
2 
=--... l __ 
G(jw) G*{jw) 
:!rhe approximating function in terms of orthogonal. polynomials is 
1i 
fa.(w) = l! en Qn(w)~ F(w) 
n= O 
( 6) 
(7) 
The ·functions Qn(w) are orthogonal with respect to the weighting 
function r(w) over an interval (a, b); i.e., 
b 
-
-
0 m =/: n 
r(w) Qm(w) Cln(w)dw :/: 0 m=n \ 
a 
Therefore the coefficients may be determined as 
b 
S F(w) Q (w)dw 
"'· l 
C = a n 
n 
a 
·-7-
(8) 
(9) 
....... ·. ,-., 
• 
The function 1 
G(jw) 
2 
··-, 'i' 
is selected for approximation so that 
. upon determination of the C values a stable transfer function, one n 
with its poles in the left half plane, ~an be obtained by factoring. 
The square of the magni tu.de rather than its reciprocal. could be used 
as F( w) but in this case the factoring involves finding the Pede 
ap:proxinants (22) in order to obtain a suitable rational fraction 
transfer function. The method used in this study is that method 
d·eveloped by Somerville and Tomlinson (21) whereby, through a change ~. 
l 
,/ 
of variable,\ G(jw) is obtained by square rooting the zeros of fa(w), 
the series approximation. 
Several factors in the approximating p.rocedure have a significant 
bearing relative to the degree of accuracy which is attainedo The first 
of these contributing elements is the order of the polynomialo The order 
is somewhat arbitrary, for as long as the approximation can match the 
characteristics of the actual curve :r(w), the lowest order polynomial 
having an acceptable deviation can be selected. Q,ther important factors 
include the particular polynomial to be used, the defining form of the 
.. .,:' polynomial, the sampling interval in frequency ·-to be used during 
nUJnerical evaluation of the cqefficients en' and the interval in 
:frequency w within whos.e limits. accuracy is desired. 
ORDH:Ji OF POLYNOMIAL 
As an estimate of the order of polynomial required to accomplish 
satisfactory approxim.tion, the_ slope S of the log-magnitude curve 
(evaluated at the cut-off frequency for the range of investigation) is 
considered. Expressed in decibels, rate of fall-..off at we is a.20S db/deeaiJ.e 
2 and for the curve log G{jw) drop-off occurs at the rate of 
/ ' .I . 
-8-
.. 'I, 
-· ............. ~-,· ., ..... ~~ -,tc,-•,-,.,_.,. •. "J .-.-,.-•.• ----····- ........... -.-·.:---,~--...---•· ·····-· 
' 
' 
..... ,·• 
f 
.. 
~-
•·~ -_:;;~~· - -·-- -
llJ:-',..,...-
-40S db/decade • 
.An approximating function of the form 
G(Jw) G*(jw) = _____ 1____ _ 
••• 
2 
+Aw + A 2 0 \ 
llO) 
will diminish with increasing frequency at a maximum rate of -40N 
db/decadeo Therefore a polynomial of at least s• /4o is required (where ~ 
s• is the slope of Log G{jw)j 2 vs. Log w. expressed. in 4-ecibels). 
~' 
., 
This procedure provides an estima,te of the minimum order which could be 
2 
considered for 1 9 .Applied to portions of the frequency spectrum G(jw) 
corresponding to magnitudes of less than -80db, ..l.K>dbo and -20d.b, the 
th th estimate revealed that polynomials of at least 14 order, 10 order, 
· and 4th order respectively would be necessary for the system defined by 
eq1l:ation (2). 
SET,IDTION OF POLY.NOMI.AL 
The choice of the set of orthogonal functions is ma.de with an 
attempt to satisfy, as completely as possiblei a) closeness of approximation 
throughout the frequency interval of interest, b) relative convenience 
of programming digital computation of coefficients, and c) suitability 
for matching approximate frequency response characteristics with 
relatively simple a.nalog conputing circuits. 
Tcheby-sheff,, Legendre, Laguerre, a.nd Hermite :polynomials were 
considered. Legendre polynomials were finally selected on the basis 
4 
of uniform weighting with respect to frequency and the ease of obtaining 
the coefficients of the polynomial from the explicit form, 
0~ -9-
I 
I 
.11 
•· 
I 
Ii 
I 
n 
r( 
II 
II 
I 
·I 
F 
£ 
1 
1'1 
!~ 
1 
·, 
II 
I 
'r 
F 
[ 
[ 
., 
·' 
' 
! 
. 
. . 
I 
. ' 
\ p (x) = (2n - 1) (2n - 3) ••• (1) n ·o.c,, I 
i n. . 
. . 
.jJ- _ n(n - i,) 
2(2n - 1) 
n-2 
X 
\. 
· + n(n - l)(n.- 2.)Cn - 3) xn-4 ..... 
2(4) (2n - 1) (2n - J) 
n = o, 1,2, ••• 
and from the recursion formula, ..... ,. 
(n + l)P 1(x)-(2n + l)xP (x)+ nP· 1(x) = 0 n+ n n- . (12). 
The interval of orthogonality of the Legendre Functions is (-1, 1); 
therefore,introducing frequency scaling through cut-off frequency w, 
C 
equations {7) and (9) become 
., 
(lJ) 
( w ,!I (W ,N-2 {w ,2 . . = .A.._ -, + L2. -, + • • • + ~ -, + Ao 
~-.N We -~ WC We 
(14) 
and 
me 
_ 2n + 1 2 p (!t.) 1 (1.5) C dw 
- G(jw) n 2w0 n me 
-w C 
.o n odd 
- 2 
2n + 1 p (L) l dm n even (16) 
G{j~ me n WC 
0 
·,· 
.r .. -·.· ,• . ,, . 
.-.• 
(11) 
,,,)', . . -, 
~---
\ 
\. 
A criterion for closeness of approximation is that the integral 
-of weighted square error, 
\ E= 
w 
C 
0 
(17) 
is a minimam. Equations (13), (16) • and (l?) were programmed for the 
GE - 2251, with the internal generation of the function / ~ 2 • G JW 
for calculation of the coefficients en' the a~roximating function 
fa(w), and the corresponding integral square error E. 
INFUJENCE OF THE DEFINING FORM OF POLY.tiOMIAL 
In order to eXpress equation (14) as a polynomial in (.2L) the 
WC 
exp1ici t form of the Legendre polynomial is required as shown in 
Appendix B. Evaluation of Pn(!!..) in equation (16) however, is most We 
satisfactorily accomplished through the use of the recursion formula, 
eqUB.tion (12). The need for a specific form in each case is due to the 
caJ.culatiaJ.s involved in the particular ~~on. In equation (16), 
calculation of P (W ) at specific values of the argument is necessary. 
n w0 
In that case use of the explicit form for orders higher than 20 requires 
summation of numbers of relatively large magnitude ( > 10~ which are 
nearly equal. The GE-22.5 rounds the eighth digit. Error occurs in the 
s,1m:mation of nearly equal large numbers as the significant digits are 
lost due to the ro11nd-off. For example, generation of P24(1) using 
l• · Reference to computing capabilities are with respect to symbolic 
1anguage programming for a medium size digital computer0 the GFa-225• 
-11-
,,. 
'.'.'.'· .i c, I 
·.· ! 
i 
·1 
i I 
' 
explicit form yields the incorrect value 1.593 whereas the correct value 
is P24(1) = 1. No diffimilties occur when the recursion formu.J.a is 
:/ 
used to generate the polynomials at specific- arguments. 
Though the explicit form of Pn(ilL) may be used in- equation (14) 
WC 
with lower order approximations, the defining equation assumes importance 
when approximating a function which requires a higher order. Similar 
conditions occur with the use of Hermite, Iiaguerre, or other Gegenbauer 
polynomials. I 
- \ 
IMroRTANCE OF SAMPLING IN1'ERV.AL 
In the evaluation of the coefficients Cn(equa.tion (16)), integration 
was accomplished:' by parabolic approximation of F('w) over each integration 
interval using the parabolic rule. Oscillations of the integrand occur 
precisely as those of the Legendre functions, (figures 1 - 9) i.e., the 
sign of the integrand changes n/2 times, for n even, with a pronounced 
rate near the cut-off frequency. Accuracy of the numerical integration 
is improved with increase of the number of subdivisions, d, a.nd is 
.., ... 
. , 
estimated by an error proportional to {~ 4 • It is fo1md that sa.tisfaetory 
accuracy is obtained when ten or more· sampling intervals occur between 
each change of sign of the polynomial. Due to the frequent oscillations 
which occur near unity in the higher Legendre polynomials, the precision 
of the parabolic approximation deteriorates rapidly. Though accuracy 
could be retained by more frequent sampling, for inclusion of terms 
above 20th order, the number of subdivisions required. becomes excessive 
in terms of computer storage capacity. The necessary number of sub-
di Visions can be estimated by referring to the plot of the Legendre 
·polynomial. For example, to determine the sampling requirement for a 
-12-
·; 
,, 
i 
• 
" 
, .. .,.,.. 
. ' 
' 
th 30 · order approximation, it is seen from figu.re 7 that the polynomial 
'l.; 
changes sign most rapidly during an oscillation of width equal to l/6o 
of the total interval. For 10 subdivisions within this fractional 
interval, total sampling will be 10 + 1/6o = 6oo • Therefore ·to ass,;ire 
. th 
satisfactory accuracy in the parabolic approximation out to 30 
order, the e.:xact response F( w) would have to be sampled at approximately. 
6oo points. With the UJ38 of numerical integration, these oscillations 
of the higher Legendre polynomials allow the integral squs.re error to 
decrease with increasiri.g order until reaching a minimum. :Beyond the 
point of minimum error, sampling is increasingly inadequate and a.s a 
result, the error grows. 
As the number of sampling subdivisions is increased, the minimum 
integral square error, Emin' is decreased, but this new minimum corresponds 
to a higher order approximE.ttion, i.e., if for a sampling interval d1, 
the Elmi n odours where the polynomial used is nth order, by increasing 
the frequenc;rto ~> d1 , the error E2m:1.n<EJm:in will occur at rth 
order where r> n. If the greater sampling frequency ~ is used, the 
error after n terms will also be less than the nth term error for d:i. 
subdivisions. Selection may then be based on deviation desired, or on 
agreement at a specific frequency.· Plots of error vs. order of polynomial 
for fixed sampling rate are shown in ligu.res 15, 16, and 17. 
1REQU@CY INTERVAL OF INVESTIGATION 
Primarily the interval of investigation will be determined as a 
consequence of the frequency response characteristics of the system 
under consideration. If it is desired to siDilllate conditions near 
steady state. (d.·c.), and ~within the frequency range of moderate 
,, 
·, 
; I 
. ' 
iii 
,· 
: I 
~ :.·: 
; i 
J • 4 
l i q 
; .j, 
., . 
. "'· 
\ 
attenuation, few complications would be anticipated. If. however, a 
rapi[ly attenuating system is to be simaJ.ated throughout a signific.ant 
level of attenuation the method described in this report is likely 
to be UJl,satisfactory • .An accurate approximation over a broad frequency 
range requires a relatively higher. order polynomial in frequency. l'or 
the higher order approximation, computational difficulties arise due 
to the polynomial oscillations (see above discus·sion of importance of 
sampling inter«ral), and in ad.di tion, amplifier requirements are increased. 
I.tis obvious that in most applications, compromise is required when 
selecting the frequency interval of investigation. 
The estimate of minimum order polynomial which was based on the 
slope of the ma,gni tude plot indicated that polynomials of at least 
14th order, 10th order, and 4th order would be needed to approxima. te 
.. the system defined by equation (2). The frequency intervals corresponded 
to magnitudes of -80d.b, -40db, and -20db. 
Utilizing the above estimate, equations (13), (16), and (17) 
were programmed from zero frequency throiigh intervals in frequency 
th including attenuation of M <:0.01, M <0.05, and M <0.1 for a 20 
order envelope. The minimum order polynomial approximtion of I G(~w) I 
I . 
for the interval M < 0.1 is plotted vs. frequency in figure 13. It is 
ll 
2 
noted that the rate of increase of the estimated minimc.m order approximatin& 
polynomial is not su:f'ficient and deviation from act,ial ( 7 
G JW 
2 
attains a Jlf\Ximum at the cut-off frequency. This deviation is to be 
expected since with all but intermediate and conservatiy&ly attentJAting 
systems an approximating polynomial of order high.er than minimum will 
be required. A minimum order polynomial may satisfy slope requirements, 
~ 
-14-
. . .; ' 
. _,-
·•. 
but in order to achieve satisfactory curve fit throu&}lout · the frequency 
. -, .. 
. ,
r interval, improvement is ma.de by using higher order approximations. 
Final selection of a polynomial was made through consideration 
.. 
of the minimum mean square error over the frequency interval under 
investiga.tione The error through each interval is tabulated in Table 
2. In consider.ing the interval M <"0.01, the minimum order estimate was 
a 10th order polynomial which could be accurately calculated by sampling 
"''"'~ ~ 
100 exact values of l r 2 • The final oscillation of P10(x) has G(jw) 
a fractional width ~ 1/10 (see Figure S). The estimated sampling 
' 
requirement therefore is 10 + 1/10 = 100. The cut-off frequency for 
interval M <:0.01 is 5.2 radians/second, consequently 20 subdivisions 
per radian would allow adequate sampling. For the interval M <0.01, 
with a sampling rate of 20 subdivisions/radian, a 14th order polynomial 
yielded the minimum integral square error in conformance with the db 
slope estimate of 10th order or higher. The 14th order approximation 
is shown in Figure 10. For this frequency interval it is observed that 
the divergence of the polynomial at d.c. is unsatisfactory. Figa.re 11 
shows the. minimwn error approximation for this interval with sampling· 
rate doubled. The lea.st error ·then occurs at 18th order and again the 
low frequency agreement is ina.dequate. Further improvement to be gained 
i) 
from increased sampling is offset by the inconvenience encountered in 
computations involving an order higher than twenty. 
, For the interval M <O.l, with sampling rate of 20 subdivisions 
per radian, the error is a minimum at a value of 3.238 x 10-4 when 
the pol7D.omial is of order ten. Maximum deviation is equal to 9.86 x 10-4 
~ 
at the frequency o} 0.3 radians per second. Excellent agreement with the 
actual curve is obtained. throughout the entire interval and with even 
., 
-1S-
. ,· 
' 
-· . 
t ' 
V 
_,..,./ 
_/ 
di> 
•· 
weighting, closeness of fi~ extends uniformly· through the frequencies 
at and near cut-off. For simulation, the low frequency portion is 
critical and a satisfactory steady state approximation is mandatory. 
In this respect, even weighting offers the advantage of accurate 
approximation over the range of interest including end points, but 
at the expense of a restricted interval. The use of orthogonal functions 
which place, emphasis on the low frequency portion through weighting would 
I ( 
more closely approach the desira.ble--·e:ffect of providing equal percentage 
/" 
deviation with frequency. 
For the intermediate 
agreement, except at cut-off, occured with a tenth order polynomial for 
; . 
'tlhiOh the integral error is 3.617 (Figure 12). Twenty subdivisions per 
radian were taken. No improvement at cut-off resulted from using 40 
subdivisions per radian, and ~n fact best fit was obtained from the 
parameters of Figure 12. ·For this particular frequency interval~- .. -the, 
coefficients, C, are negative within a range of n. The coefficients n 
. I (see Table 1) become negative when the sign os6illations of the Legendr~ 
polynomials cause the integral of equation (16) to be ne_gative. For 
' 
a sampling rate of 20 subdivisions/rad.ian the ,coefficien~s were negative 
for 12 < n-<:: 18. The manner in which a negative coefficient C influences 
. n " 
the polynomial is seen by referring to Appendix :B equation (6. b). 
I 
In obtaining equation (6. b) each term with a negative en 11ndergoes 
a sign change which affects the value of the fina,l coefficients 
.An(n = 0.2, ••• N). These values of \t do not provide as accurate an 
approxima,tion and the· error in each ~ is reflected in the integral 
square error E. Little improvement in error reduction results from 
higher sampling (see Figure 16) as the condition of negative coefficients 
-16-
I 
.-...,.,.. .... ,.,H ... ('~-..,,_..,.., 
.. 
,. 
• r,l. . ~ 
is not affected by change in sampling. In order to decrease t4e·., error 
fl 
; 
it is more advisable to mk:e a slight modification of the frequency 
\ \ 
interval. A minor change in cut-off frequency (3-5~) may be 
sufficient to shift the emphasis of the Legendre polynomial oscillations 
from the region which causes negative coefficients. 
In summation, by using the slope estimation and the general 
characteristics of the frequency response curve, a frequency range 
can be determined within which an adequate order polynomial is probable • 
.. 
Using sampling to allow at least 10 subdivisions per change of sign for 
the Legendre polynomial of expected order, accurate 
be carried out. 
The tenth order approxima.tion for the interval M < 0.1, 20 sub-
divisions per radian, was selected for the analog simulation. The method 
of obtaining G(jw) is discussed in the, following chapter. 
,., 
(. ,, 
.''¥, 
-l'l-
" 
.. 
·chapter 4 
I THE FACTORING OF THE POLY.NOMI.AL INTO 'lBE TRANSFER FUNCTION 
,. 
The tenth order polynomial representing I G(~w) f 2 between co= 0 
and. m = 3• 3 · radians per second in the form 
I . l 12 ( U) \ 10 ( w \ 8 ( tu ) 6 ( w \ 4 ( w \ 2 ( .\ = Lo -, + L. -, + A6 - + A,. -, + A_ -, + Ao G jcu, "-J. me -"lS w0 m0 6i' w0 , we 
is 
~ (sa.t;r1ple calculations for equation (19) a.re showit in Appeh4"1x B) • 
Equation (18) is factored into 1 
G(jw) l using the method G*(jw) 
~~-
presented by Somerville and Tomlinson (21). 
2 
=-p 
Let x = - p2 ; then equation (18) 
I 
l 
G(jm) 
j 
(18) 
(19) 
(20) 
(21) 
Equation (21) is solved for the zeros in x, then since p = t F 
the, square roots are taken to obtain the zeros of CJ!.? • These zeros 
me , , 
• I 
. ; 
are 1the factors of 
/ 
.. 
l l_ and l 1 ITo G{Jat} ~ A10 G*(Jw) , those in the 
left half plane comprising l 1 
'Mo G{jw) • 
Equation (19) was factored1 into the· zeros of ..1.!, 
fl 
yielding the 
A w 
C 
inverse of the transfer function 
l 
-(~w) = (37.941) 2(Jw + o.4S6}{jw + 0.473 - j0.463) (jw + 0.473 + j0.463) 
(ju,+ 0.47.7 - j0.922) (Jw + o.4?7 + J0.922) (22) -
substituting s for Jw 
X [ s2 + 2{ 0.460}(le OJ8)1s + le OJa2] 
t (23) 
or 
v· 
. -· 
1"°'' 
- . III' 
·t.__ G{s) = (1 + 2.19s) [s + 2(0•715) (0.661) a0: 0~661 ][ s2+ 2(0.46o) (1.038) e+-1.03 J 
(24) . 
.. 
F.quation (24), t:Jie system transfer function, was programmed for a.na.log 
simu.lation. It consists of a first order system with break frequency 
at 0.456 rad.ia:n./second and two underdampecl qi,adratics. The steady state 
gain is 0. 7 56. 
1. The GE-22S subroutine for roots of polynomials (D5.501) was used to, 
obtain zeros of equation (19). Solution is by the Newton-Baphson 
method. w jL 
( 
-·•··.·· ,~---:~----. -~,,.,._ .•...... 
I ,i#J· 
- .-.... 
"'!·· 
Chapter S 
ANALOG SIJIJL.ATIO!l 
J' 
Equation (24) is the transfer function for the normalized system. 
1or simulation of the packed. bed over the selected interval, adjustment 
of the computer solution time scale is required. ~he normalized break 
frequency is o.4.56, thus actual system break frequency is 
\ (\,, ~. 
,, . 
, ..... 
· = (0.4S6) (.3.3) = 1 • .5 rad/sec (2S) 
·1J 
~ Similarly, actual system time constant C is obtained from the normalized 
time constant, LB' in the first term of the transfer function, 
equation (24) • · 
... 
,.._ i-
L = "· I 
·m 
C 
(26) 
In Figure 18, the actual system step function response obtained by 
computer ,olution is compared With the exact solution (19, 24) of 
equation (.5) without the time delay. Simulation is nearly exact except 
at the approach to steady state.\Deviation there is due to the ~elativel7 
low f~equencies which compose the entire frequency interval and oon-
eequentl1 dQtermine the transient beh.avior. Since the frequency interval 
1• quite n.a,n,ow ( O to 3.:, r~/ eeo) the highe;l' system frequencies ar.e 
not encounte~ed until considera.bly beyond the cu~off frequency. It is 
the oharaete~istics of these higher frequencies which are needed to 
influence the transient response at the approaeh to steady state. A 
less rapidly attenuating system would allow higher frequency content 
{ 
.. 20-
l 
.&fl,,k.,.-.-.• ,, ,•,• •.~•·- ·.•· .r • --~,..,.,.-..-r, I"'"'••· - ,~·-, ' ·-· _., • .... . •• ,-~-. '" '•, ....... - ' •.•... ..,. .. ,. -.•· 
·~ 
\ 
in the interval, thereby contributing to a more exact simulated 
I 
transient response. 
The analog computer sinmJation results, Figure 18, form the 
basis for analyzing the relative merits of orthogonal polynomials 
in developing an approximate transfer function for a distributed 
system. 
Nine amplifiers were required to program equation (24) using 
simple computer circuits~ This is a reduction of previous requirements 
which were based on approximation by semi-infinite logarithmic 
characteristics (24). Significant improvement in exactness is attained 
by the method of orthogonal. functions, however the frequency interval 
of approximation is reduced. Specifically, for the frequency interval 
using orthogonal functions, the cut-off frequency is 3 • .3 raiJ./sec 
• (attenuation ~ -20db), whereas when logarithmic characteristics are 
used the frequency interval extends to 7.3 raii/sec ( ~ -70db). In 
ad.di tion to the amplifier requirements, the accuracy of simulation, 
and the usable f~equency interval, a comparison of computational 
difficulties is pertinent. The method of orthogonal functions involves 
considerable calculations in the computation of the coefficients, en' 
the approxima,ting polynomial, F ( w), and the integ;ral error, . E1 • ~ a 
Approximation using the procedures of the semi-infinite loga,,?;i thmic 
.,,.. 
characteristics approach, on the other hand. requires no such calculations 
1 2 1, li'or 100 subdivisions, the calculation of ( w) • e:- • fa( tW, a:nd Gj n 
E · over a 20th order envelope consumed 13 minutes machine time on 
the GE-225• c.omputation time varies directly with sampling rate. 
,, 
' " 
' ·, 
,., :,• 
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.e 
as the necessary values for the transfer function are obtained graphically. 
In view of the above discussion, the advantage to be gained by using 
the method of orthogonal polynomials is an improvement in .accuracy of. 
si11111lation, with a reduction of amplifier requirements • 
. l 
;· ;, 
s· 
·'·· 
·.ci-·, 
.. :.-.:: 
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Chapter 6 
SUMMARY 
Approximation of frequency response characteristics by orthogonal. 
polynomials provides very satisfactory results within selected frequenc, 
intervals. i'he -ase of the reciprocal of squared mago.i tu.de affords a 
direct approach towards the transfer fl:mction ~ system characteristics. 
The choice of the orthogonal functions depends largely upon the 
particular portion of the frequency spectrum which is emphasized thro'll8h 
the weighting function, and to a lesser extent upon the relative ease 
'O of programming computations. Legendre f11nctions have a uniform weighting 
( 
' 
function and are expressed explicitly or by the recursion formula. 
However, oscillatory characteristics of the Legendre polynomial affect 
the precision obtained with numerical methods, thus creating a practical 
limit to improvement based on increased sampling. 
An estimate of the necessary order of polynomial can be obtained. 
• 
from the magnitude plot. Sampling rate is determined by providing ten 
s-ubdivisions per sign change of the Legendre polynomial of expected 
order. Provided that this estimate indicates a practical requirement, 
i.e. an order less than twenty a:rJ.d/ or sampling within computer storage 
capabilities, the coefficients are then calculated. If the estimated. 
order is excessive, the frequency interval must be reevalua.ted a.nd 
compromise made with a restricted interval. In infrequent cases, the 
interval which is selected will lead to the evaluation of negative 
coefficients. Pri~ry disadvantage of negative coefficients is the 
relative increase in error. !~creased sampling is then ~~effective in 
. 
·, 
reducing error and the most advisable alternative is to sli tly modif7 
""'-·· ~ / 
the frequency interval. 
" 
• 
,.. 
,·.; 
- ' :. r 
.. 
. •. 
,,_ 
In the current st'll.d.7 a tenth order J>Olynomial was factored 
indirectly into the system transfer function by malting a cha.nge of 
variable in the polynomial, then square rooting its zeros. Analog 
si·Dlll.l.ation using the fifth order transfer function accurately 
approximated exact transient· response. 
' ' I ' 
In comparing the
1
method of orthogonal polynomials with that of 
'--
\ 
the semi-infinite(l·o~ri thmic characteristics. the salient features of 
both methods are realized. Improved accuracy with a reduction in amplifier. 
requirements is possible with the use of orthogonal functions; but 
the method of logarithmic characteristics permits the convenience of 
~phical calculations and a greater flexibility in the selection of 
/ . 
-~ 
•·.: ;_ ·r·., .... - .,, ·.· ~~··" , .• 
the f requeney interval. 
Satisfactory simulation was obtained using orthogonal functions, 
with a relatively low amplifier requirement. However, the limitation 
I ' 
placed on the frequency interval is a disadvantage. The usefulness of 
J.t.· 
the method is somewhat restricted to slowly attenuating systems, or 
investigations in which the in~tial attenuation constitutes the entire 
... 
region of interest • 
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ANALOG~ SIMULATION OF APPROXIMATING FUNCTION 
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A. Sampling rate: 20 subdivisions/radian· 
I,, 
Interval Interval 
M <O.Ol M <O.OS 
an en 
. 
4.442 X 102 
l• 7'72 X lo3 :. 
J.445 X 10 
lelJl X 102 
1•949 X 103 9•177 X 10 
1.J67 X lo3 4.4JJ X 10. 
7•128 X 102 · 1•470 X 10 
2.968 X 102' 2.877 X 10 
le041 X 102 -7.215 x_ 10-l 
)•481 X 10 -1.577 
1•747 X 10 -1.581 
2.04J X 10 -1.029 
J.41? ~ 10 1.604 X 10-l 
\ 
.... 
. \ . 
B. Sampling rate: 4o subdivisions/radian 
Inte1•val 
M <o.os 
C n 
J•449 X 10 
l.1J3 X la2 
9•211 X 10 
4.481 X 10 
1•531 X 10 
3.6o1 
4.960 X 10~2 
... 8, '7J8 X 10 .. l 
~1.164 
~1.269 
-1.JYl 
: . _(!: 
' ' ~ ·. ~ -
' 
., 
·, 
\ 
i Interval 
1,f < 0.1 
C-
.n 
., 
9.394 
2e276 X 10·· 
le294 X 10 
4.310 
1.018 
2el0J X 10 .. l 
7•'J7'J X 10-2 
le4ll X 10-l 
2•773 X 10-l 
5•903 X 10.-l 
1.093 
Interval 
M<O.l 
en 
9.394 ~ 
2.276 x 10 
1•294 X 10 
4.309 
l.012 l 
1•926 X ·10-2 2oJJ4 X 10 .. 2 l• 97 6 X 10.,~ 
9•961 X 10 .. ..J 
4.681 X 10 ... 2 
6. 5'J7 X 10-2 
,, 
..-.' 
.. -~~-- ,, 
''i ,, 
t•' 
.. 
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... , 
: 
•1, 
t ' 
. ) f". 
·,. . /. 
/ 
.f ,. 
TABLE -2 
.,. 
' i 
., 
\ 
. 
. 
. Integral error, E, evaluated by equation (17) . 
, N 
. (The approximating polyriomial is ta(w) = n ~ 0 CnPn(i;), equation (13)) . 
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' Interval M <0:.01 Interval· M <0..05 
error, E, 
120 subdivisions 
per radian 
6 6.J86 X 10 
' 6 3.120 :x: 1gs 
9•264 X l 
1•794 X lo5 
2•405 X 104 
2.J41 X 1a3 
2 l•?J.5 X 10, 
le5J3 X 10 
~ 
2el41 X 10 
7.266 X 10 
2.JJ2 X 102 
error,E, 
20 subdivisions 
per radian 
4.082 X 102 
6.634 X 10 
4.918 
2. 050 X ·10-l . 
5•998 X 10 .. 3 
. )• 2)8 X 10..q, -
6.514 X 10-4 
. 2•645 X lOj, 
1•171 X ,10 • 
4.905 X 10 .. 2 
1.875 X 10-1 
/ 
~-
" I' 
.. ., 
, .. 
,, 
. 
error,E, error,E, 
40 su))divisioD$ 20 subdivisions 
. per radian per radian 
6.J8S x 106 ' 1•501 X 104 
J•l20 X 106 4e51J X lo-' 
9.262 X 1oS 6.767 X 1<>2 
1•793 X 1a5 5•714 X 10 
2.400 :x: 104 5.-163 
_ 2.JJl X lo3 3.617 
1•7'11 .x 1a2 3.493 
9.736 • 2.975 
5•296 X 10-l~ 2.361 
J.060 X 10-l 1.900 
90140 X 10-l - 1.989 
. • 
Intez•val M < 0.1 
() 
\ 
/ 
" 
' 
'I\\,, 
""'· 
- .. -
-3?-
error, E 
40 subdivisions 
per.~ian 
.. 
•' 
4.082 X 102 
6.632 X 10 
4.918 . ~ 
2.045 :x: 10-1 
6.005 X l(r) 
. 2.517 :x 10:: 
2.007 _x 10 -4 
1•936. X 10 a4 
2.206 X 10 ~ 
Je470 X 10 i-ll, 
7•953 X 10 
41·: 
--
'· u ' 
error,E 
40 subdivisions 
per radian 
.4 1.509 :x: 10 -
4.559 X lo3 
2 6.946 :x: 10 
6.1J_5 X 10 
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2.269 
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APPENDIX A 
f} 
.•. 
NOTATION· 
nth. coefficient in explicit. form of Nth Legendr~· polynomial· 
· s7stem break frequency 
normalized system break frequency 
attenuation defined by equation (3) 
phase shift defined \by equat_ion ( 4). 
.:;J • 
coefficient in orthogonal series approximation 
subdivision in approximate integration~ 
. / 
... 
radial thermal diffusivity of the distributed s.ystem defined 
by equation (1) 
axial. thermal diffusivity of the distributed system 'defined by 
equation (1) 
r 
E integral square error defined by equation (17) 
erfc 
f(m) 
JC cw 
G(jw) 
. 
G*(jw) 
j 
8 
complimentary err~r function 
approximating function 
function being approximated 
transfer function 
conjuga.ts of transfer function 
imagina.ry opera tor, j = ~ 
zero .order :Bessel function of the first kind 
radial·Pecelet :Q.UJDber for heat transfer 
~ 
axial Pecelet n'lllllber for heat transfer 
Legendre polynomial 
radius cf distributed system defined by equation (i) 
Laplace transform variable . 
· ,, . 
,; 
· .. ;, 
,. 
., . 
'\ 
·, 
I 
, .. 
' ) 
-
.. 
. . 
.·11; 
~' 
t 
v 
z 
• 
' 
time 
temperature 
velocity 
axial distance 
roots ( eigenvalues) of.,.J ( \ r ) = O 0 0 
Q. n(w) orthogonal function 
r(m) weighting function 
T ·. . s7stem time constant 
..... ,.. 
w 
. :• 
normalized system time constant 
frequency 
I 
cut-off 'frequency 
i. 
., 
,. 
\ 
--'.\ 
' 
-)9-
T ·: 
I 
:-· 
~. 
:,,.;, .. 
.-;.·. 
'~_.- .. · •. 
~,. 
\· 
. . ., ·-- . 
, ·-·. 
~-
I 
. -~ ,. 
. ~-
·, ~ 
I 
.;,._ 
., 'l -·-
.. 
• 
. ,. 
I 
. .( 
Sample Calculations: determination of approximating polynomial from 
the orthogonal series. 
:B 
fa(w) = t CnPn(x) 
n=O 
. 
c- •• -.: 
= C(/o(xl+ ~P2(x)+ ••• • •...•••• + CnPn(iJ 
·, 
\ (1. b) 
(2. b) 
• 
(3. b) 
·, 
Each polynomial P n (x), of equation (3. b) is expressed in explicit form, 
using equation (11), as 
. n nn n-2 n 
P (x) = a (x.) + a 2(x) + • • • • + a0 n n ~ (4. b) 
.and; the polynomial is then mal tiplied by its coefficient en ( see Taple 1) • 
Terms containing like powers of .x _are then summed to obtain equation (7. b) 
N 
f (w) = 
a • + OJfo -- ( • • • 
(5• b) 
. 
. . . . . . . . . " 
. --· \ 
, \ -
-4<)..."') 
..... 
' , . 
... .. , .. 
·1 
I 
.:·-
. . ' 
r . 
•.,"1 . 
:r• 
" 
even 
,. 
I 
• 
N n 
• + E CnaO 
n=O 
.even 
I 
(6.b) 
. I 
(7• b) 
The first six even order Legendre polynomials are expresa·ed ill ,,. 
explicit form as follows: 
P0(x) = l 
2 .. 
1 
P (x) = 1.5(x) - o.s 2 .I,_ .•. 
P6(x) = 14.4.3?5(x) 6 - 19. 68?S(x) 4 + 6.562.5(x) 2 - ·0 • .312.5 
. . . 8 6 4 2 
P5{x) ::; 50.2734(x) .. 9J8.4J75(x) + 54.1406(x) .. 9.8438(x) + 0.2734 
,. 
. ,' 10 8 6 4 
P10('Z)= 180°4258(-z) • 427 • .3242(:x) + 351.9141(x) - 117.3047(:x) 
+ 13.5352(x) 2- 0.24.31 
·Applied to· the 10th order approximation for interval M<0.1 and 
l 
1:uwpling r13.fe of 20 subdivisions/radian, ~sing '!'able 1 for values of 
·~ . 
' 
In'· equ.a.ttons (2, b), (3• b), (5, b) a.nd (7• b) becoJQ& 
10 . 
f,_(~ z::: ~: 0 Or!n(x) (8. b) 
even 
= 9•394P0(x)+ 22.?57P2(x)+ 12.94JP4(x)+ 4.310P6(x) . 
. + .1.018P8(x)+ o.210P10(:z) 
I 
I 
I 
. ' 
.. 
J 
-, 
I 
J> • 
I \ 
'! 
.fa(w) ~'.(0.210) (180.4258) (%) 10-(0.210) (427.)242) (%)) • • +(0.210') (0.24)1) 
'. • Ji 
. ' 
·r 
.. \ /" ,, 
• • • 
• • • 
+ (9.394) (1) 
(10. b) 
. · 10 ,, 8 6 4 2 
= 37.941(x) - J8.669(x) + 40.668(x) ·+ 2.237(x) + 6.?Cf/(x) 
+ 1.749 (11 .• b) 
/ Equation (11. b) with x replaced by ,!g__ is the polynomial app11)ox.imation 
. w 
C 
which is discussed in Chapter 4. \ 
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